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Kim A. Page has helped thousands of professionals get their message through in multinational and local
organizations. A passionate communication expert with an embodied approach, she brings a substantial toolbox with
body language, influencing skills such as active listening and unforgettable presentations and she is a vocal coach
and a choir leader.
Kim has taught creative writing at educational institutions, in-company trainings and in Denmark’s biggest state
prison. With a solid sense of audience awareness and textual knowledge, she has developed a method to help
professionals reach their customers by crafting their bio with a fresh approach.
Her career stretches across three continents, and she has worked with leaders and executives from Emirates Palace,
the European Commission, NASA, Greenpeace, Volkswagen, Abbott, and other major organizations. She is a highly
rated and engaging keynote speaker and an authority on interpersonal communication.
Page received a bachelor’s degree in dramaturgy from Lund University and a master’s degree in organization
development from Sonoma State University. She has served as a faculty member or guest lecturer at a number of
universities, including Carnegie Mellon University, Copenhagen Business School, Universitat de Barcelona, and the
Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley.
Kim is fluent in six languages and she recently published her first book, The Right Kind of Loud, with a collection of
her communication methods. You can download a free chapter of her book here www.kimapage.com/bookchapter/
Kimapage@kimapage.com - www.kimapage.com - +971 55 267 4691

Main objectives of the session:
•

Get the RIGHT KIND OF LOUD for your writing voice.

•

Learn to tap into your right brain to ACCESS THE STORIES you carry inside.

•

Enhance your WRITING SELF-ESTEEM.

•

Walk away with a BIO outline for your website, Linkedin profile or other contexts.

These are some of the voices from last time:
"A great, authentic workshop, full of useful methods to try, yet
tapping into our innate wisdom. I think the insights could start me
on a whole new journey I never knew I wanted!”
“Kim, without fail, brings an element of robust communication
styles to the table. She is an absolute sell-out at every one of her
sessions. Thank you DBWC. ”

